VITESSE MOVES SINCE 1892 FOOTBALL MOVES AND CONNECTS US, IN ARNHEM AND FAR BEYOND
SINCE 2007
COMMITTED IN ‘GROOT ARNHEM’
(ESTABLISHMENT FOUNDATION)

>150 WISHES
FULFILLED EACH YEAR

>8000 PEOPLE
IN TOUCH WITH (EACH YEAR)

1562
PARTICIPANTS ON STRUCTURAL PROJECTS
BETROKKEN | TARGETGROUPS ‘VITESSE, A LIFE TIME’

YOUTH (0 - 12 Y.O.)

YOUNG PEOPLE (13 - 18 Y.O.)

YOUNG ADULTS (18 – 35 Y.O.)

ADULTS (35 – 65 Y.O.)

ELDERLY (60+)

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

MOVING TOGETHER

UMEPLOYABILITY

VITALITY

SOCIAL ACTIVATION
VITESSE WORKS!
FOUNDATION | APPROACH

TARGETGROUP

SOCIAL PROBLEMATIQUE

FOOTBALL AS A TOOL

RESULT/IMPACT
VITESSE WORKS | BACKGROUND

SINCE 2015
40 PARTICIPANTS SO FAR
SPECIAL METHODOLOGY
2 TARGET GROUPS
FIND A PAID JOB OR STUDY

UN - EMPLOYED YOUNGSTERS
ASYLUM SEEKERS
VITESSE WORKS | METHODOLOGY

2 YEAR DURATION

6 MONTHS (SOCIAL ACTIVATION)

1,5 YEAR AFTERCARE

USING BUSINESS NETWORK VITESSE
VITESSE WORKS | SOCIAL ACTIVATION

2 TRAINING SESSIONS A WEEK

FOOTBALL TRAINING

EMPLOYEE SKILLS TRAINING

COMPANY VISITS

GUIDANCE TOWARDS WORK/STUDY
VITESSE WORKS | AFTER CARE

- Weekly contact with participant
- Often in contact with employer/school
- Prevent drop-out
VITESSE WORKS | COMPANY VISITS

SPORT FOR ALL - ALL FOR SPORT

ORIENTATE TO DIFFERENT KINDS OF WORK
EXPERIENCING DIFFERENT KINDS OF WORK
PRESENT THEMSELVES FOR EMPLOYERS
VITESSE BUSINESS CLUB MEMBERS
15
eritrean
man
(18 – 35 y.o.)
integration
course
learning and
speak dutch
learning about dutch
working values
in contact with dutch people
VITesse Works | EFDN Exchanges

Participated in two youth exchanges

Hosted one staff exchange

Hosted one youth exchange
VITESSE WORKS | RESULTS

168 FOOTBALL TRAININGS SO FAR

24 YOUNGSTERS NO LONGER DEPENDING ON BENEFIT

168 EMPLOYEE SKILLS TRAINING SO FAR

15 COMPANY VISITS SO FAR

€ 192.00,- COSTS SAVING FOR MUNICIPALITY OF ARNHEM
VITESSE WORKS | RESULTS

92% FOUND A PAID JOB OR STUDY
80% STILL WORKING/STUDYING AFTER THE PROGRAM

66% FOUND A PAID JOB OR STUDY (SO FAR)

33% FOUND A PAID JOB OR STUDY (SO FAR)

GROUP 4 – 12 PARTICIPANTS (2017 – 2019)
STARTS END OF NOVEMBER 2017
‘VITESSE, A LIFETIME’

MARTIJN DE WILD

M.DEWILD@VITESSEBETROKKEN.NL

+31-634001989